In describing the controls over the press in existing socialist societies, it is wrong, for example, to speak simply of censorship. In a centrally planned economy in which the means of production have been nationalized, the resources used by the communications media are completely under the economic control of the government. As Paul Lendvai points out, in existing socialist societies "literally everything" needed by the publishing industry, from "the printing plant, working capital and newsprint" to "the typewriters, stationery and waste paper baskets," must be provided by government departments. 1 Manes Sperber emphasizes the effect of economic dependency when he writes that "everything belongs to these omnipotent regimes-the streets, the cities, the workshops, the factories, everything that is produced. Plus all printing presses, periodicals, and publishing houses. They do not even require censorship, for nothing can be printed that does not suit them." 2 Sperber perhaps overstates the case, since some socialist governments have found direct coercion and censorship useful as ways of double-checking. On the other hand, the fact that the socialist government in Hungary has never set up a formal censorship apparatus supports Sperber's point. Socialist Romania abolished its censorship in 1977 but still controls the press. 3 An officially approved Hungarian account of the institutions of the press says, in effect, that, because the state owns the equipment, because the state distributes the paper supplies and so forth, censorship by the police is not needed:
The effective provisions of Hungarian press law do not insist on the submission of manuscript for the purpose of licensing (i.e., prepublication censorship). This is in charge of the competent specialized agencies or institutions of an economic character, and not of the police authorities. Consequently these provisions governing licensing are not of a policing character, and rely on the fact that the printing offices, publishing companies, and so forth are in public ownership, and that governmental organs are in charge of paper or newsprint. 4 The Bolsheviks' own analysis of the press under existing socialism focuses on control of resources. I maintain that the history of the press in the Soviet Union shows that, under socialism, economic structure and economic policy decide the fate of freedom of the press. 5 During the Bolshevik-led Soviet seizure of power in late October 1917, 6 Soviet forces seized or shut down approximately twenty nonsocialist newspapers.
7 On October 27, only two days after the successful Soviet revolution, in its Decree on the Press-the first law issued by the new Council of People's Commissars-the government gave itself the authority to close down all newspapers that printed false information or promoted resistance to Soviet power. The text of the decree described these measures as temporary.
8 Some non-Bolshevik newspapers continued to publish under censorship.
Ten days later, the Central Executive Committee of the All-Russian Congress of Soviets passed a resolution confirming the government's Decree on the Press. This resolution, drafted by Trotsky and backed by the Leninist Bolsheviks, took a further step. It stated that restoring seized printing facilities to nonsocialist owners would constitute "capitulation to the will of capital" and was "indubitably counterrevolutionary." This resolution also stated that the "next measure" should be Soviet expropriation of all private printing facilities and supplies of newsprint.
On November 15, the Council of People's Commissars decreed that all paid advertising was henceforth to be a monopoly of government publications. That meant that no private advertising could appear in 5. For an excellent brief discussion of why the Soviet Union is the appropriate existing socialist society on which to concentrate in considering the socialist project, nongovernmental newspapers.
9 But much more devastating than this advertising ban were expropriations of facilities and paper supplies and the business conditions after the October revolution.
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The economic institutions of the press have remained fundamentally the same: state ownership or ownership by cooperatives that are creatures of the state.
11 Roy Medvedev notes that, by 1929, "there was not a single non-Party publication left, nor any privately owned publishing houses that might serve as vehicles for oppositionist views."
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Samizdat is a form of private publishing that takes place despite the fact that the state forbids private ownership of capital equipment (means of production) for the mass production of intellectual products.
Rare and brief periods of genuine liberty of the press do occur under existing socialism-for example, during the 1968 Prague Spring period in Czechoslovakia and during the 1980-81 period in which the Solidarity labor union operated publicly in Poland. 13 Why, according to the critics of existing socialism, do such societies not enjoy long-term liberty of the press? Skeptics about the liberty of the press under socialism point to two major difficulties. The first is the absence of opportunities for independent, nongovernmental employment. The second is the absence of opportunities to organize independent institutions for the gathering and dissemination of information, the creation and exhibition of cultural works, and so forth.
Let us turn to socialist policies on income and their effect on liberty of expression. Socialists at all times have complained that proletarians, with their low incomes, cannot effectively exercise liberty of expression. Some, such as Upton Sinclair, simply point to the higher income that they maintain workers will enjoy under socialism as a further assurance of freedom of expression. 14 In addition, twentieth-century socialist theorists are aware that the authorities in existing socialist societies have not hesitated to demote or fire dissidents in order to stifle their voices. 15 C. B. Macpherson proposes a guaranteed income as one way of protecting a dissident from his or her employer-the state. 16 Spargo, Liehm, and Hook, with somewhat different emphases, also rely on the right to work or the right to one's job as a guarantee of freedom of expression. Liehm envisions a right to see one's ideas realized. Hook proposes to extend the prerogatives of academic freedom to the publishing industry.
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Let us now turn to socialist production policies and their consequences for freedom of expression. On the production side, some socialists advocate setting aside sites in socialist societies for the public expression of views-Hyde Parks, if you will, in public meeting places, in the press, and on broadcast programs. For example, Norman Thomas in America's Way Out proposes that the state set aside places for Hyde Park-like forums. He proposes that the state aid the efforts of political parties to publicize their positions via the mails or broadcasting. Alternatively, he suggests, the socialist state should itself undertake this task: the state should provide the members of society with "intelligible accounts" of the views of the various political parties.
18 Some socialists favor huge subsidies to culture. Liehm, for example, wants the state to guarantee each film artist that his or her ideas will be turned into films and shown to the public.
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These proposals raise numerous questions. Thomas is aware of the fact that allocation decisions will have to be made about every means of expression because he specifically says that political groups should be entitled to prime time for broadcasting their views. 20 begin to address the problems that will arise. For example, an auditorium can perhaps be used for five meetings a day. Many groups will want to use the facility at times convenient to them. The government will have to decide who uses it and when. Even if the government adheres formally to the requirements that Thomas proposes, it has a monopoly of the means of communication; it should therefore have no difficulty in effectively relegating to obscurity whomever and whatever it finds disagreeable.
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Similarly, the authorities can easily distort a publish-at-cost rule in the name of needed economy measures. The authorities can distort such a rule by placing low ceilings on the numbers of copies of unofficial publications the state prints. Officials might authorize the state printing house to print only a handful of copies of unofficial publications because of, say, a supposed paper shortage or some other supposed emergency situation. At the same time, these officials might deem it vital to print millions of copies of works of governmental propaganda.
Finally, under socialism the state will distribute all products. It can stifle dissent through its control of the distribution network. trol in part by having the police coerce dissidents. But much more important in making such "normalization" and stabilization possible is an ideology and a reality of economic dependency.
So long as a command economy remains in place, power will flow back to the authorities-even after a time of revolt and anarcho-syndical freedom-because they are the only employers and because they are the bosses of the societal coordinating mechanism that seems to make the economy run.
Nonetheless, one cannot rely on a social system that gives an important role to unknowable and changeable visions and motives. Far more trustworthy is a social system where the structures and incentives hedge power, do not permit the morally corrupt to exercise unchecked coercion, and encourage the exposure and accountability of those corrupted by power. In the absence of suitable institutional supports, even the favorable intentions of most political officeholders in a socialist society will not suffice to sustain liberty of the press over the long run.
Another proponent of liberty of the press under socialism might contend that the authorities in socialist societies will observe the laws upholding liberty of the press if the public is vigilant. 23 But is it not likely that the public will defer to the government and that public opinion will be shaped by the government when the government is in charge of all schools (as would be the case in most models of socialism Yet the issue goes deeper than this. What is at issue is clearly suggested in the following remarks of Irving Howe:
While there is no reason to suppose that . . . an intense political consciousness is a "normal" or even desirable feature of human life at all times, there can be no guarantee of minority rights except insofar as they are cherished in consciousness-and this is true for all societies.
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As one looks back across the various proposals for the press under socialism, it appears that they are, most often, a partial rejection of pure, orthodox socialist principles-somehow partially exempting intellectual work and intellectual products from the purview of state ownership and planning. The proposals are attempts to produce some of the features of property rights while retaining most of the subsidies and many of the controls of pure socialism.
In these proposed exemptions and modifications of socialism, one can see an effort by members of the intelligentsia to carve out a special sphere of privilege for themselves under socialism. Such exemptions and modifications are for brain workers, not hand workers. But the dynamics of actually existing socialist societies-in particular, the effects of the sociology of control over resources and the resulting sociology of power-seem to overwhelm such efforts to carve out a special sphere for the press. Three interconnected phenomena block the emergence of a free and independent press: the absence of liberal institutions of private property, the privileged status of the nomenklatura (the Soviet political elite), and the concentration of power inherent in central planning.
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In sum, it could be argued that the possibilities for freedom of the press under socialism are open to grave doubts. Perhaps these doubts could be resolved by more work on such topics by socialist theorists. They could certainly be resolved by the existence of a pluralistic socialist society. Until that time, the obstacles in the way of freedom of the press under socialism will continue to look formidable.
